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the ford fe engine is a medium block v8 engine produced by the ford motor company and used in vehicles sold in the north
american market between 1958 and 1976 the fe derived from ford edsel 1 was introduced just four years into the short
lived ford y block engine which american cars and trucks were outgrowing learn about the development and evolution of
the ford fe engine family from its introduction in 1958 to its last production in 1970 discover how the fe powered racing
and street cars trucks and marine and industrial vehicles and how to build high performance fe engines today 332 428 ford
fe engine forum do you have questions regarding your 332 428 cubic inch fe series ford engine discuss identification hop
up tips overhaul history etc the fe series engines were a tight fit in the engine compartment of ford s pony car even after it
received modifications in 1967 to accommodate the 390 ci the 428 ci cobra jet was available with a vacuum operated ram
air shaker hood which added both horsepower and visual impact learn about the ford fe series of v8 engines introduced in
1958 and used in ford mercury and edsel cars until 1971 the fe series had different displacements power outputs and
applications from the 332 to the 428 cubic inches fe which means ford engine not ford edsel nor ford engineering variety
comes from a broad selection of bore and stroke sizes to achieve cubic inch displacements
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May 01 2024

the ford fe engine is a medium block v8 engine produced by the ford motor company and used in vehicles sold in the north
american market between 1958 and 1976 the fe derived from ford edsel 1 was introduced just four years into the short
lived ford y block engine which american cars and trucks were outgrowing

ford fe engines the complete history
Mar 31 2024

learn about the development and evolution of the ford fe engine family from its introduction in 1958 to its last production
in 1970 discover how the fe powered racing and street cars trucks and marine and industrial vehicles and how to build
high performance fe engines today
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332 428 ford fe engine forum do you have questions regarding your 332 428 cubic inch fe series ford engine discuss
identification hop up tips overhaul history etc
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the fe series engines were a tight fit in the engine compartment of ford s pony car even after it received modifications in
1967 to accommodate the 390 ci the 428 ci cobra jet was available with a vacuum operated ram air shaker hood which
added both horsepower and visual impact

automotive history the ford fe series v8 engine
Dec 28 2023

learn about the ford fe series of v8 engines introduced in 1958 and used in ford mercury and edsel cars until 1971 the fe
series had different displacements power outputs and applications from the 332 to the 428 cubic inches

fe quick facts ford s most legendary big block motortrend
Nov 26 2023

fe which means ford engine not ford edsel nor ford engineering variety comes from a broad selection of bore and stroke
sizes to achieve cubic inch displacements
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